$UPERCOLOSSALITI$
By P E T E R BART
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EVEN YEARS AGO Harold Mirisch, a solemn, stoical independent film producer, read James
Michener's turgid best seller, Hawaii,
and came to the conclusion that it would
make a fine movie. Mirisch didn't know
it at the time, but when he entered his
bid for the screen rights he was embarking on one of the more incredible financial nightmares in the motion picture
industry's often nightmarish history.
The bidding should have given him a
clue: By the time Mirisch won, he had
committed himself to an outlay of $600,000—a lot of money to pay for a novel
with such a rambling, uncinematic structure. But that was just the first step.
Mirisch assigned the movie to some competent old hands—director Fred Zinnemann and writer Dan Taradash. After
two years of work and a $2,000,000 investment Zinnemann and Taradash
came up with an elaborate shooting
script for a proposed five-hour movie
costing around $20,000,000. Mirisch
winced and, undaunted, turned the project over to yet another team, director
George Roy Hill and writer Dalton
Trumbo. This pair managed to hammer
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the film into a three-hour drama incorporating the earlier portions of the novel.
Filming began. Harold Mirisch, unhappy about the sluggish production
schedule, fired Hill and hired Arthur
Hiller. The cast and crew threatened a
rebellion so Mirisch fired Hiller and rehired Hill.
Ultimately, the film was finished at a
cost of about $14,000,000-a formidable
price considering that: a) the movie had
only one true box-office star (Julie
Andrews) and b) its story involved a
narrow-minded Calvinist missionary, a
subject that would not seem to ofter the
mass appeal of, say. The Sound of Music.
The story of Hawaii illustrates all too
vividly a problem that has become a
source of massive concern in Hollywood: The cost of movie-making has got
out of hand. Movies that traditionally
cost undei- $1,000,000 to make are now
requiring budgets of several million.
More and more films end up costing two
or even three times their initial budgets.
Hollywood, a town that always admired
the "supercolossal blockbuster" has all
but forgotten how to make a more modest film on a more serious theme.
"The escalation of costs has become
the industry's biggest single problem,"
observes Robert Evans, the aggressive
young production chief at Paramount
Pictures. "The net result is an inflation-

Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor, and co-stars in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
—"Escalation of costs has become the industry's biggest single problem."

aiy tiend that could threaten the Icadeiship of Hollywood as a world production
center."
The cost spiral is troubling the movie
studios for obvious reasons—higher costs
mean lower profits. They also mean that
a studio can turn out fewer motion pictures, and therefore cannot spread tlie
risk as effectively. But the problem also
is of concern to the ordinary moviegoer,
fo)- it is having an important impact on
the quantity and quality of motion pictures produced.
Higher costs mean that the studios are
far less willing to experiment with films
on unpopular or controversial themes. Il
is probably harder to gain financing for
an "art house" picture in Hollywood
today than at any time in the past. As
George Stevens, a gifted veteran director {Shane, A Place in the Sun) noted
recently, although Hollywood always
has emphasized "pure entertainment,"
there always has been a trickle of
films that at least attempted to grappk;
with more serious themes—Gentleman's
Agreement, The Men, The Defiant Ones,
On the Beach, and All the King's Men,
to name a few. Today movies dealing
with a racial theme or with any otlier
controversial issue are generally anathema. Even a "proven property" like
Wlio's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? doubtless would have had a rough time had
not Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burton taken
a personal interest in it. (Indeed, Richard D. Zanuck, studio chief for Twenli
eth Century-Fox and a leading exponent
of "pure entertainment," says flatly he
would not have financed Woolf.)
"We are at a crisis point in subject
matter," says Abby Mann, who wrote
Judgment at Nuremberg. "The literature
of the cinema should reflect the times
we live in, yet no one is willing to finance
serious, tough-minded films on, say, tlie
race crisis."
Such reluctance by a studio chief is
understandable. The studios are in busi
ness to make money. And, given the
present cost spiral, an art film or a film
on a controversial topic easily may seem
to be too costly a risk.
Columbia Pictures recently tried its
hand at some more provocative film fare
with discouraging results. The key reason was that the films cost too much.
The studio spent $3,800,000 on a murky
film about the Spanish Civil War, Beliold
a Pale Horse, starring Gregory Peck; the
picture, which was originally budgeted
at $600,000, was both a financial and
esthetic disappointment. Similarly unhappy results were achieved from Ship
of Fools, which cost $4,000,000, and
King Rat, which cost about $3,000,000.
Both were fine films, but both should
have cost no more than $1,500,000. "We
let our costs get out of hand," says M. J.
("Mike") Frankovich, Columbia studio
chief, who since has turned his attention
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to more frivolous films such as The Silencers and Texas Across the River.
The cost spiral also is inhibiting experimentation with new acting and
directing talent. A studio, faced with a
$5,000,000 budget, fears going with an
unknown actor who might be perfect
for a role; instead it casts an aging boxoflBce star in the hope of lessening the
risk. The result, as Robert Evans observes, is that hardly any important new
stars have emerged in Hollywood in the
last few years while dozens of newcomers have been developed abroad—Vanessa Redgrave, Albert Finney, Claudia
Cardinale, Terence Stamp, Julie Christie, et al. The development of new directors also has been partially stifled.
In some cases the top stars demand
preposterous pay—and get it. Richard
Burton was offered $1,000,000 plus a
handsome share of the profits for a
musical remake of Goodbye Mr. Chips,
but turned it down. His wife, Elizabeth
Taylor, also is in the million-per-picture
category. Steve McQueen, one of the
few young American stars, now demands $750,000 per picture plus 50 per
cent of the profits. Gary Grant, perhaps
the most durable of the leading men,
demands not only a huge salary but
eventual ownership of the negative,
meaning that he reaps still further millions from eventual sales to television.
In addition to all this, the top stars also
demand all manner of perquisites: luxurious dressing rooms, the most expensive hotel suites, and full living and
travel costs for a substantial retinue of
aides and lackeys. Many studio executives would gladly substitute lesser
names or even newcomers but they are
afraid of the theater owners, who are
reluctant to book films that don't offer
"big names."
Though the studios complain vehemently about the soaring costs of moviemaking, some film-makers charge that
the studios themselves are, in fact,
largely responsible for the inflation. According to one leading producer, the
studios traditionally have been insensitive to costs and thus have encouraged
runaway inflation. Studio department
heads, if faced with alternatives, will
always choose the most expensive way
of doing things, he says. On one recent
picture, this producer recalls, three seersucker suits were required for one actor
—suits that could have been purchased
for $40 each. Instead, the wardrobe department hand-made each suit and
charged $450 to the budget. On the
same film, the cost of renting thirteen
cars with drivers for two months was
budgeted at $62,500-twice the amount
of money needed to purchase the autos.
"Studio employees are trained to inflate," the producer concludes. They
instinctively figure that a budget might
as well mushroom since the studio can

Siiiiiitl oj Miisii. slarriii" ,|iili< Aiidrt'ws
Colossal arif! supercolossal( a b o v e ) , cost far less than Hai vaii, in which Miss Andrews and Max
voii S\<lo\> starred ( b e l o w ) , but will set a record for earnings.
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then realize a higher overhead (studios
normally add at least 25 per cent to
the cost of a picture as overhead).
The result of all this is that it now is
all but impossible to make a film for
under $3,000,000, even if it is shot entirely at a studio, where production
theoretically can proceed at maximum
efiiciency. A-s an example, one need only
analyze the budget of a recent adventure film made by a top studio at a
cost of $3,647,000.
The budget was divided into categories—above-the-line costs (fees to the
director, writer, producer, cast) and
below-the-linecosts (labor, sets,mechanical effects, makeup, etc.). On this picture, the above-the-line costs came to
$671,000, to which was added $168,000
in studio overhead. This above-the-line
budget was considered downright cutrate; the total cast cost only $379,450amazingly low for a major film. And
since the story was an original, a rarity
in Hollywood, there was no initial outlay
for acquisition of a novel or play, items
that could exceed $500,000. The princi-

W h e r e does the money go?
The most expensive picture ever—
$40,000,000 worth-was Cleopatra.
First budgeted as a "cheapie" spectacle at around $6,000,000, with
Elizabeth Taylor getting a million
of this as the star, it was doubled
over initial estimates when several
grandiose sets were built in England. They were never used. Delays
in construction put back filming
until bad weather set in; iVIiss Taylor became critically ill and could no
longer work in England's cold climate. A change of directors resulted
in the calling in of Joseph L. Mankiewicz, who did not like the script
and wrote his own. The production
was transferred to Rome. More
grandiose sets were hurriedly built.
Mankiewicz later claimed that about
$5,000,000 went down the drain in
overtime doubling of fees.
Then Mankiewicz, in shooting
the film, wound up with five and a
half hours' worth. Two hours of this
landed on the cutting room fioor,
with the result that the film was now
deficient in spectacle. New battle
scenes were shot in Spain. Meanwhile, such stars as Miss Taylor,
Richard Rurton, and Rex Harrison
were on salary at overtime rates.
Miss Taylor alone was paid more
than $2,000,000. Fox recovered its
money. But the studio also made
The Sound of Music at about onesixth the cost of Cleopatra, and is
reaping the biggest box-office harvest in film history.

pal above-the-line items (for a fifty-twoday shooting schedule) were $65,000 to
a writer, $98,000 to the producer, and
$128,750 to the director—fair pay.
Given these relatively cheap abovethe-line costs, one would think the picture could be brought in for, say, $1,500,000. Not so. The below-the-line items
totaled a surprising $2,245,886, to
which was added $561,000 overhead.
Included in this were some items that,
to an outsider, would seem rather inflationary; $78,559 to electrical workers,
$355,675 in set costs, $35,500 in labor
costs merely to strike the set, $40,000
for cast insurance, $16,000 for still photographs, $109,541 for cars and trucks
(the film was shot on a studio back lot!),
$28,685 for makeup and hairdressing,
and $108,000 for wardrobes.
X H E costs of constructing sets would
seem to be surprisingly high, even by
Hollywood standards. It cost studio
workers $40,000 to build an apartment,
$2,000 for an Italian restaurant, and
$7,700 to build a facsimile of an office

United Artists did not fare so
happily with The Greatest Story
Ever Told. Originally projected at
about $9,000,000, this devout spectacle eventually cost $20,000,000.
"You can't stint on Jesus Christ,"
was the thinking. Director Geoige
Stevens, refusing to run away to the
Holy Land, where things are a lot
cheaper, built his own Holy Land
on a Western desert. He took his
time, too—and time costs a great
deal of money. He put in a host of
expensive "names" in small though
devout roles. Will UA ever recox er
the investment? "Never," said an
executive flatly.
The Beatles, however, in a halfmillion dollar UA movie called A
Hard Day's Night, brought in a
shower of box-office millions. Help!,
which followed, needed no help.
The same firm's James Bond movies
are grossing almost incredible sums:
Thunderball alone will take in between $60,000,000 and $70,000,000. UA recently turned down a
television ofl^er of $3,500,000 per
Bond, including the first, Dr. No,
which cost under a million. On the
new Bond, On Her Majesty's Secret
Service, nearly $1,000,000 was
spent for one set, a rocket-launching site in a camouflaged Japanese
volcano, built at Pinewood Studios
near London. Even the space rocket
was constructed, belching realistic
flame exhausts, and all. "You can't
stint on James Bond," said Cubby
Broccoli, the producer.
—H.A.

for the President of the United States.
(It should be remembered that each picture in eftect "buys" its own sets. The
sets then return to the ownership of the
studio, which in turn re-sells them to
the next picture.)
Can anything be done about runaway
budgets? One solution, of course, is socalled "runaway pictures." More and
more studios and producers are making
their films overseas, where the cost spiral
has not reached Hollywood proportions.
At one point last summer, of some fortyfive movies in production under the
aegis of the seven major American companies, only twelve were being filmed in
Hollywood. Some twenty-seven were in
production in Europe, including eleven
in London. Thus London has become
nearly as important a production center
as Hollywood. Moreover, most of the
really important, ambitious films were
being filmed in Europe; the Hollywood
films, to a surprising degree, consisted
of "program pictures" such as an Elvis
Presley epic or a Doris Day comedy.
The major movie production-distrib
uting companies are pondering various
steps to keep costs in line. At least two
of the major companies are studying the
possibility of a financial spin-oft of their
Hollywood studios, transforming them
into quasi-autonomous entities that will
have to justify themselves financially
rather than depend on massive subsidies
from the parent company. This, it is
thought, will force studio personnel to
invoke economy measures. Two other
major companies—MGM and Twentieth
Century-Fox—are planning to close
down their old lots and construct new
studios about twenty miles away.
Part of the answer, however, lies witl i
the stars and top writers and directors.
Many leading actors today complain repeatedly about having to do mediocre
material, but they are unwilling to make
any sort of sacrifice to do more interesting films. Recently a top director and a
star agreed to do an especially interesting, if risky, film at half their normal pa\'
plus a big share of the potential profits.
The star's agent heard the news, however, and convinced his client that if he
took a pay cut on this picture other producers would ask him to take a similar
reduction. The star backed down and the
film was not made.
"The best way to do something you
really believe in is to round up some
friends and some money and just disappear for a month or so," says Haskell
Wexler, a top cameraman and co-producer of The Loved One. "The financial
pressures at the big studios restrict you
too much—you can't let loose and experiment. There's too much money involved.
The great movies over the next few
years will be made by people who spend
their own money on a film and do it a
long way from Hollywood."
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O'BRIEN OF MGM

VIEW FROM THE 28th FLOOR
By MOLLIS ALPERT

F

OR THE PAST three years the fortunes of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
one of seven major American motion picture companies, have been directed by a calm, quietly engaging, carefully spoken, Montana-born president
who bears not the slightest resemblance
to the caricatured conceptions of a movie
mogul. Robert H. O'Brien, the president
of MGM, is in his early sixties and bears
tliem well. He works out of New York
and not Culver City, California. He does
not chomp on cigars, crack bad jokes at
industry functions, or appear arm-in-arm
at film premieres with the latest blonde,
busty, wet-lipped version of a movie
star. He is not even the son or son-in-law
of a former movie mogul.
Instead, O'Brien has risen to his presidential position at the top of a huge entertainment complex by reason of a long,
able career in engineering, law, finance,
and executive capacities in the broadcasting and film businesses. As a type,
lie is relatively unique in the volatile
American motion picture industry—
which has changed radically from the
pre-television era of the big studio
bosses such as the late L. B. Mayer and
Harry Cohn. Running a major film company these days means, least of all, overseeing a studio. More importantly, in the
case of MGM, it means the careful allocation of some $60,000,000 yearly for
the production of motion pictures; developing and producing film series for tele\ision; the operation of a recording coml^anv; and the licensing, for forinerly
unheard-of fees to television, of what
the firm calls its film libraries.
The present structure of MGM can
be ascertained from those departments
that operate directly under O'Brien's
supervision: the Culver City studio liead,
the London studio head, the head of advertising, the foreign sales manager, the
domestic sales manager, the president
of the record company, and the president of a newly formed music company.
According to O'Brien, all these individuals liave "fairly wide latitudes and a
certain amount of autonomy, because
we've developed policies and attitudes
tluit result in our all approaching a problem in basically the same way."
What this translates to is that O'Brien's policies are being followed. During
his tenure of office, the firm's stockholders have been able to watch the annual
statements change from a sobering loss

of $35,000,000 in 1963 to increasing
profits each year. This year's profit increase will beat last year's record by
some 30 per cent. All this, to his adherents on the board of directors, signifies the wisdom of having a president
who is able to bring wide managerial
and financial experience to the presentday problems of a film company.
But motion picture presidents rise or
fall not so much on their ability to handle profit and loss statements as on their
decisions on which movie project to
back. A crisis in the affairs of MGM
occurred not long ago when the previous president backed the ill-fated remake of Mutiny on the Bounty—which,
beset by every conceivable difficulty, required $20,000,000 of the firm's money
to finish. This debacle, as well as others
not quite so horrendous, led to the elevation of O'Brien to the presidency. In
turn, O'Brien appeared to be laying his
head on the corporate chopping block
when nearly $12,000,000 was put into
David Lean's film version of Doctor Zhivago. Word got around in industry circles that if Dr. Zhivago did not succeed
at the box office O'Brien would go.
"The decision was pretty much all
mine," O'Brien admitted in his large office on the 28th floor of a new midtown
Manhattan office building. "Our thinking
had to do with such factors as the quality and fame of the novel, the tremendous strength brought to the project by
David Lean as the director and Robert
15olt as the screenwriter. We felt we
were reasonably assured of a good picture and, usually, with a good picture
you do good business. Not every time,
but most of the time. We also went along
with Lean's idea of using newer and
freslier people than are usually starred
in a production of such magnitude."

MGM's Robert H. O'Brien—Sometimes a risk can be a bargain.
cannily employed his own effective brake
against time-consuming perfectionism
by scheduling the premiere of Dr. Zhivago only a few months after the finish
of shooting. Lean was known to have
worked night and day in the cutting
rooms assembling the final print of the
bulky film in time for its New York opening.
The reviews in the New York papers
the next day were hardly calculated to
reinforce a president's confidence in his
judgment. Word went around the industry grapevine: "Too bad for O'Brien." Later, when the public showed a
continual willingness to line up at the
box office and buy tickets for reservedseat showings at increased prices, the
Julie Christie and Omar Sharif in
Dr. Zhivago—Costly but profitable.

X H E original budget for Dr. Zhivago
was some $2,000,000 less than the eventual cost, but movie companies are resigned to this kind of thing, especially
when it is known that the director has
the reputation of being a perfectionist.
One of the smaller companies, which
puts a million-dollar limit on its per picture expenditures, has a way of stopping
a production cold when the limit has
been reached, finished picture or not.
The president simply rips the last several
pages out of the script. But to do such a
thing with someone like David Lean
would be both unspeakable and unthinkable. It can be guessed that O'Brien
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